
OUR STORY
The adventure began in the early 1990’s when our founder, Art Kubach was on a mission for 
our A & D customers, seeking alternatives to real wood veneer.  Approached by a women’s 
clothing retailer to solve the chipping issues of plastic laminate, Art found a thermofoil film 
perfectly matching the customers plastic laminate.  Art discovered super realistic 
embossed films that recreate the beauty of real wood.  The issues of chipping for the 
retailer were solved. During the years that followed, the richness and variety of the films has 
grown.  Today Spectrim is one of the largest users of thermofoil films in our industry.  The 
beauty of our faux wood finishes provide architects and designers a solution that is beauti-
ful, warm, comforting and provides a healing environment.  In addition, it is impact and 
scratch resistant, cleanable even with bleach, and sets your design apart from the rest.  
Healthcare facilities, hotels, education and government systems have found our products to 
help enhance the experience and improve their bottom line.
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CASE STUDY
The use of Ven4ma® for Benjamin Russell Hospital is a testament to the versatility and capability of Spectrim.  With one million square 
feet used throughout, Iris Dates with HKS - Dallas was able to create an award winning design that provides for a durable, beautiful and 
high impact-resistant solution.  “We used SpecTrim Ven4ma® wall protection throughout the Benjamin Russell Hospital for Children project.  
It was meant for wall protection, but the wood visual is so authentic that it looks like we used real wood everywhere.  It warmed the 
space and provided much needed wall protection. HKS was very happy with the results as was the owner.” -Iris Dates

“This project more than any other exemplified the collaborative process when Architect, Designer and Spectrim work together to achieve a goal.  
HKS had a design in mind that proved challenging to achieve without the creative talent at Spectrim.  By working together we were able to 
achieve their design and work with multiple mill work houses to achieve the desired results.  The result is over 1 million square feet of Ven4ma® 
used in every area of the facility in different and eye stopping ways.  The big win will be obvious in the future when the facility will look much as 
it did at the grand opening because they chose to use high impact wall protection that gives the look and warmth of real wood”.
Ginger Grant - CEO
The Ginger Grant Group

Benjamin Russell Hospital for Children
HKS Dallas - Iris Dates, RID, IIDA, EDAC, LEED AP 

Vice President  |  Director of Design for Healthcare Interiors

Birmingham, AL

OUR PRODUCTS

Ven4ma®
Wainscot

Clean and low profile Ven4ma Wainscot creates a 
contemporary look to match modern décor.  Mix and 
match to create a stile and rail wainscot or use 
contrasting color for a two-toned effect.

Handrails, Crashrails,
& Corner Guards

Healthcare facilities need products that can with-
stand the harshest of environments.  Spectrim’s 
Handrail, Crashrail & Corner Guard covered in rigid 
thermofoil film offer exceptional impact resistance 
and beautifully matched end caps.  Designed for high 
impact areas, the products help prevent torn wall 
covering, chipped paint and gouged corners.

Ven4Ma®
Wall Protection

Flexible enough to be used on organic shapes, yet 
impact and scratch resistant for the toughest environ-
ments.  With Ven4ma you can have the beauty of 
veneer without the cost.  Multi-layered, Class A 
fire-retardant .040” thick sheet utilizing decorative 
thermofoil films.  Available in 4’ x 8’ & 4’ x 10’.

Wall Panels

Our wall panels combine gorgeous finishes with high 
durability. The 3D laminate variety combines
beautifully shaped edges with seamless wrapping in
thermofoil. Fused edge panels offer an air tight 
alternative with no seams. Therefore, there is nowhere 
for bacteria to collect.
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Customization
Being the leader in the use of thermofoils has its advan-
tages.  With little to no minimums the process can be as 
simple as matching an existing laminate finish.  Our 
customization, however, does not stop there. The possibil-
ities are endless including custom moldinngs, panels, 
fluted pilasters, acoustical panels, cabinet components 
and elevator panels. Consult your Spectrim Representa-
tive to understand more about our customization.

Shiplap

The shiplap look is hot yet wood options do not 
offer the durabiity required of commercial spaces. 
With our alternative, numerous finish options are 
combined with needed scratch, abrasion, chemical 
and UV-resistance.

Moldings
We have a fondness for our moldings as they were 
the first product to be created with our wrapping 
technology.  Pre-finished, decorative and protective 
thermofoil films wrap the moldings and emulate 
wood at a fraction of the cost. Custom profiles can 
also be created.

Traditional
Wainscot
Our pre-finished Wainscot system of trims and 
panels, provides the warmth and look of real 
wood at a fraction of the cost.  The beauty of 
wood is combined with the durability of wall 
protection.


